Proteomic and network analysis of proteins regulated by REX1 in human embryonic stem cells.
Recent studies have suggested that REX1 (reduced expression 1) plays an important role in pluripotency, proliferation, and differentiation. However, the molecular mechanisms involved in REX1-dependent regulation of diverse cellular processes remain unclear. To elucidate the regulatory functions of REX1 in human embryonic stem cells (hESCs), comparative proteomic analysis was performed on REX1 RNAi specifically silenced hESCs. Analysis of the proteome via nano-LC-MS/MS identified 140 differentially expressed proteins (DEPs) displaying a >2-fold difference in expression level between control and REX1 knockdown (KD) hESCs, which were then compared with transcriptome data and validated by quantitative real-time RT-PCR and Western blotting. These DEPs were analyzed by GO, pathway, and functional clustering analyses to determine the molecular functions of the proteins and pathways regulated by REX1. The REX1 KD-mediated DEPs mapped to major biological processes involved in the regulation of ribosome-mediated translation and mitochondrial function. Functional network analysis revealed a highly interconnected network among these DEPs and indicated that these interconnected proteins are predominantly involved in translation and the regulation of mitochondrial organization. These findings regarding REX1-mediated regulatory network have revealed the contributions of REX1 to maintaining the status of hESCs and have improved our understanding of the molecular events that underlie the fundamental properties of hESCs.